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ABSTRACT
Mobile activity recognition from sensor data is based on supervised learning algorithms. Many algorithms have been
proposed for this task. One of such algorithms is the Knearest neighbour (KNN) algorithm. However, since KNN
is an instance based algorithm its use in mobile activity
recognition has been limited to offline evaluation on collected
data. This is because for KNN to work well all the training
instances must be kept in memory for similarity measurement with the test instance. This is however prohibitive
for mobile environment. Therefore, we propose an unsupervised learning step that reduces the training set to a proportional size of the original dataset. The novel approach
applies clustering to the dataset to obtain a set of micro
clusters from which cluster characteristics are extracted for
similarity measurement with new unseen data. These reduced representative sets can be used for classifying new
instances using the nearest neighbour algorithm step on the
mobile phone. Experimental evaluation of our proposed approach using real mobile activity recognition dataset shows
improved result over the basic KNN algorithm.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.5.2 [User/Machine Systems]; I.5 [Pattern Recognition]: Metrics—Percentage Accuracy

Keywords
Activity Recognition, KNN, Smartphones, ClusterNN

1.

INTRODUCTION

Mobile Activity Recognition has become a hot topic in
recent years. This is due to its inherent usefulness in a wide
range of applications. For example, the Goggle Android API
now includes set of API that enables developers to use prebuilt models to recognise activity of users. Such activities
being recognised include in-vehicle, on-bicycle, walking, still
and running [4]. This can facilitate many types of context
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aware applications that enable a device to react based on
user activity. For example, a device can be configured to
increase the screen font size if the user is walking to make it
easy to read the screen or a device may do self-management
to switch to silent mode if user is driving. Similarly, activity recognition is useful for fitness and health monitoring [8], social networking [10] and commercial applications
like activity based advertising [11]. Activity recognition is
a classification task whereby labelled data are used to train
a classification algorithm to induce a model that recognizes
new unlabelled data. There are two approaches to model
induction in mobile activity recognition [14]. The first approach called offline training collects sample data from subjects who perform the designated activities. The collected
data is used to induce a model on a remote system off the
mobile device. The induced model is later deployed into
the application for recognition. The second approach called
online training involves inducing the model directly on the
device using the user’s self-annotated data. The advantage
of the second approach is that it can facilitate online and incremental learning for the model to adapt to changes in the
environment. Many studies have evaluated different algorithms both in online and offline modes. Many of these studies have reported KNN to give good performance in terms of
accuracy in offline training [3] [9][13]. But despite this performance, KNN is not being used for online recognition on
mobile phone. The reason for this is due of the need to keep
a large amount of data in memory for the instance based
classification operation in KNN. This cost is prohibitive especially for the resource constraint and real time response
requirement of the mobile device in the face of multitasking
and multifarious mobile applications. Hence, there is need
to make KNN amenable for online recognition of activities.
To make KNN amenable to online recognition with mobile activity recognition, we propose an offline data reduction step that reduces the amount of training instances to
a desired percentage of the original dataset. The reduced
set serves as a good representation of the training set and
ensures better accuracy of KNN in an online setting for activity recognition. The evaluation of the proposed novel
framework shows that it performs better than using the basic nearest neighbour algorithm.
The rest of this paper is organised as follows: Section II
presents some of the related work in using KNN for activity
recognition and other general algorithms. Section III describes the methodology. Section IV presents the result and
discussion of the result. Section V gives the conclusion, and
future work is highlighted in the last section of the paper.

2.

RELATED WORK

Activity recognition using different sensor modalities and
algorithms has been study extensively. A number of machine
learning approaches in activity recognition were reviewed in
[12]. A more recent review focusing on mobile phone based
activity recognition is presented in [14]. The paper identifies
many systems that are based on using smartphone sensors
for activity recognition. Also, a comparative study of different classifier algorithms from Weka [5] machine learning
tool was performed in [2] using data obtained from smartphone accelerometer. The data collected with phone placed
in the shirt pocket was used to compare accuracies of IBK,
Naive Bayes, Rotation Forest, VFI, DTNB and LMT algorithms while the data collected when the phone was placed
in the palm position was used to compare accuracies of SMO,
NNge, ClassificationViaRegression, FT, VFI, IBK and Naive
Bayes algorithms. Out of all the algorithms tested, they reported IBK and IB1 to give the best accuracy for the hand’s
palm data and VFI gives the lowest accuracy. The KNN algorithm was not used directly on mobile phone for activity
recognition. This can be attributed to the impracticability
of using KNN directly for online activity recognition.
Similarly authors in [9][13] have all shown the superior
performance of KNN in terms of accuracy for mobile AR in
an offline evaluation scenario. Kose et al. [6] have proposed
an improved KNN algorithm for online activity recognition.
Initially, the training dataset consists of 4 features: average, minimum, maximum and standard deviation. The algorithm works by selecting k values from the minimum, maximum and average features across each activity data and the
standard deviation of the data in each class. The reduced
values and the corresponding class tags are employed during
recognition phase. The main drawback of this approach is
its feature dependence. The algorithm cannot be applied
to a dataset with feature characteristics different from the
one used in the algorithm. Our approach does not have this
limitation as it is applicable to any feature set. Abdallah et.
al. [1] have proposed a cluster based classification algorithm
that clustered the training datasets into K clusters of the
number of activities. The clusters obtained was refined by
removing instances of other classes that were mixed-up in
a given cluster having majority instances of another class.
Then the cluster centroids were calculated. The algorithm
employs four features computed from each cluster to classify
new data. However, this algorithm does not treat new activity data to be classified as individual instances. Rather, it
applies clustering to a window of raw accelerometer data and
the clusters obtained are compared to the cluster generated
from the training data using Euclidean distance, density,
gravitational force and within cluster standard deviation.
This approach does not segment between one activity and
the other. In addition, the time required to collect enough
samples that can meaningfully be clustered will be high for
online recognition system that requires immediate and real
time feedback of the recognised activity.

3.

METHODOLOGY

Our proposed approach to make KNN amenable to online activity recognition employs a data reduction strategy
to reduce the initial training set to a more compact set suitable for in-memory use for online recognition. As shown

in Algorithm 1, the algorithm takes the training data and
the desired percentage of data to retain as input and produces the Model Data (MD). The model data (MD) is the
set of cluster centroid, minimum and maximum obtained after applying clustering on the dataset. In this algorithm,
data samples belonging to each classi are clustered (lines
1-3 Algorithm 1) by applying a clustering technique on the
data. Possible clustering algorithms include k-Means, DBScan, EM and host of others. However, for the sake of simplicity we employ Bisecting K-Means in the present work.
After the clustering step, the list of cluster centres obtained
for the class of data are stored in a list. In addition, we
extracted the minimum and maximum data point from each
cluster returned for the current class (Algorithm 1 lines 48). The number of clusters created per class is proportional
to the number of samples in the class and the percentage
of retention input to the algorithm. This step is repeated
for each class in the data. Finally, the set of cluster characteristics i.e. centroids, minimum and maximum obtained
from the different clusters of each class and their associated
labels are returned from the algorithm. These represent the
Model Data (MD) to be deployed for the online recognition
on a mobile phone. The key feature of the model is that it is
more compact and has a reduced resource overhead in terms
of memory requirement and time when compared to the ordinary KNN. In addition, the reduced compact set including
centroids can be adapted to evolving sensory stream as new
unanticipated changes occurs in the input data distribution.
Algorithm 1: Offline Training
Input: Cn number of classes in the dataset
Kn percentage of data to remain in each classes of
examples that serves as cluster centroids
Data: D = (xi , y i ) xi ∈ Rn and y i ∈ R1 set of
training examples
Result: MD=Centroid features
1 foreach classk in Cn do
2
dataclassi =getData(D, classk )
3
centroidsList[k], clusterAssign= Clustering(
dataclassi , Kn );
4
foreach clusterk in len(centroidsListk ) do
5
pointsInClusterk = getData(clusterAssign,
clusterk )
6
maximumList.append(max(pointsInClusterk ))
7
minimumList.append(min(pointsInClusterk ))
8
end
9
MD = [centroidsList, minimumList,
maximumList,classk ]
10 end
11 return MD

During the online phase, new instances can be classified
by passing it and the MD to Nearest-Neighbour routine. It
employs Euclidean distance to compute the K-nearest neighbour to the new instance and assigns the majority label of
the K nearest point to it (Algorithm 2). Since we have more
than one cluster characteristics in the MD, each is considered separately and a majority voting is performed on the
outcome of each comparison. The final class given to the
new instance is the majority label returned by all of them.

Algorithm 2: Online Classification
Input: xnew new unlabelled instance
k number of nearest neighbours
Data: M D compressed training set with
characteristics features
Result: ynew =predicted class
1 foreach clusterCharacteristicsi in M D do
2
predictioni
=nearestNeighbour(clusterCharacteristicsi , xnew ,
k)
3 end
4 The output class is (ynew ) =
argmaxc (predictionc ) c = (1...C)
5 return ynew

3.1

Experiments

In this section we describe the experiments conducted to
evaluate the applicability and accuracy of the proposed algorithm. The dataset used in the experiment was the WISDM
dataset released to the public for smartphone based activity
recognition evaluations.

3.1.1

Dataset Description

The WISDM activity recognition dataset [7] was obtained
from the accelerometer of mobile phones. The data were collected from 32 users that performed six designated activities
of working, jogging, ascending and descending stairs, sitting
and standing. Each data sample in the dataset is represented by 43 features. The features were obtained from the
transformation of 200 raw samples of data recorded from the
tri-axial accelerometer of a mobile phone. Each 200 worth
of samples were recorded within a 10 second window with
a sampling frequency of 20Hz. The features used were basic statistical features including standard deviation, average,
resultants among others [7] described as follows:
• X0..X9, Y 0..Y 9, Z0..Z9 are set of bins of values representing fraction of accelerometer samples that fell
within that bin.
• XAV G, Y AV G, ZAV G these features represent the
average of the x, y, and z values in each recorded 200
samples.
• XP EAK, Y P EAK, ZP EAK these features approximate the dominant frequency along the x, y, and z
axis values of the accelerometer within each 200 samples point.
• XABSOLDEV, Y ABSOLDEV, ZABSOLDEV are the
average absolute deviations from the mean value for
each axis.
• XST AN DDEV, Y ST AN DDEV, ZST AN DDEV are
the standard deviations for each axis.
• RESU LT AN T is the average of the square
p roots of the
sum of the values of each axis squared (x2i + yi2 + zi2 )
The dataset distribution spread across the six activities. The
total samples in the obtained dataset and their distribution
across each activity is shown in Table 1.

Table 1: Dataset Distribution

3.1.2

Activity label

Instances

Percentage(%)

Walking
Jogging
Upstairs
Downstairs
Sitting
Standing
Total

2081
1625
633
528
306
245
5418

38.41
29.99
11.68
9.75
5.65
4.52
100

Experimental Setup

We performed the experiment in two phases. In the first
phase, we examined the accuracy of using individual cluster
characteristic. We have three characteristics that were used
for classification decision during the online phase (Algorithm
2). The centroid characteristic is the mean of the data points
in a cluster. Minimum characteristic is the minimum values
across each feature for the data points in a cluster while the
maximum characteristic is the minimum values across each
feature for the data points in a cluster. We varied the percentage of data retained ranging from 10-90% retention rate.
We did not test the 100% retention rate because this will be
equivalent to having all the dataset present. Therefore, we
obtained the accuracies of using each characteristic as the
number of data retention was varied. In the second phase
of the experiment all the characteristics were combined to
predict the classes of unseen instances used for testing the
algorithms. The results obtained for each configuration of
the experiment is presented in the next section.
In carrying out the experiment, we followed the hold-out
evaluation strategy. The entire dataset was divided into the
training set and test set. We ensured that the split of the
data were proportionate in terms of the number of instances
in each class for the training set and the testing set. The
ratio of the split is 80 to 20%. The same configuration is
used in evaluating ClusterNN and the benchmark algorithm

4.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The accuracy of the propose approach to classification of
mobile activity recognition is presented here. Table 3, 5
and 6 show the results for the three different characteristics (centroid, minimum and maximum) employed individually by the nearest neighbour to classify new instances. As
indicated in Table 3, centroid characteristic gives the overall best accuracy in classifying new instances when nearest
neighbour is set to 1 and the percentage of data retained
is 50%. The accuracy of using minimum characteristic for
classification decision is the second best when K=1 and data
retained is 80% while maximum characteristic gives the least
accuracy when k=2 and data retained is either 80% or 90%.
However, when we combined all the characteristics and used
the majority voting scheme to select the final class of an instance after each characteristic has predicted a class, the
best accuracy obtained is when K=2 and 80% data retention. These results indicate that there is a trade-off between
accuracy and the amount of data retained for classification
across each of the three characteristics and the combined
characteristic. Thus, we can select the percentage of data
reduction based on the level of desired accuracy. We therefore, adopt 50% as the optimal data retention given that
the overall best accuracy of 81.46% is achieved with cen-

troid characteristic at this point. More so, going beyond
this percentage of data reduction did not yield any high significant increase in accuracy across each of the characteristic
and their combination. Therefore, going beyond 50% data
retention is ineffectual considering that the corresponding
accuracy is insignificant.
Table 2 shows the comparison of the accuracy of KNN
which utilized all the dataset and the various characteristics
with only 50% data retention. We can see that the accuracy
of basic KNN is lower than the centroid characteristic at
this point. Since other characteristics utilized lower dataset,
their accuracy can be traded-off for the smaller amount of
data required when compared to the basic KNN.
Using this small sample and nearest neighbour set to 1 will
have a minimal resource overhead during online recognition
compared to using the basic KNN algorithm with all the
training data. Figure 1 shows the relative accuracy of each
characteristic with varying number of nearest neighbours for
the 50% data retention. As the figure shows, the accuracy
for each measure decreases with increasing number of K.
However, the best accuracy for KNN is obtained when K is
2 and decreases afterwards as well. The general low accuracy
below 90% in all the experiments can be attributed to the
nature of the dataset. The dataset contain data from 32
different users of varying characteristics in performing the
designated activity. This produces many variations in the
training and testing data. Nevertheless, the performance
of our centroid characteristic is good given the fact that it
can use a reduced dataset for online recognition compare to
KNN that requires the entire training instance to achieve
good performance.

Table 5: Accuracy of Using Minimum Characteristics with Varying Percentage of Data Retained
Minimum
K

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

1
2
3
4
5

70.48
69.10
69.37
69.83
69.46

71.59
71.49
73.43
73.62
72.42

75.09
75.37
75.83
75.55
75.00

78.04
77.03
76.57
77.31
76.94

77.95
77.58
77.68
77.86
77.49

79.89
79.15
78.97
78.23
78.14

79.98
79.52
78.78
79.61
78.41

81.73
80.72
79.80
80.72
79.52

80.44
80.90
79.61
80.35
79.98

Table 6: Accuracy of Using Maximum Characteristics with Varying Percentage of Data Retained
Maximum
K

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

1
2
3
4
5

62.55
62.92
64.11
63.10
63.10

65.31
65.22
66.42
65.87
66.61

73.15
72.05
72.05
71.77
71.31

75.27675
75
73.80074
74.53875
73.70849

77.31
77.40
76.11
77.03
76.38

78.87
79.06
77.40
77.95
76.75

79.15
80.07
77.77
79.52
79.06

79.34
80.44
79.34
78.60
78.51

79.98
80.44
78.78
79.43
79.43

Table 2: Accuracy of the ClusterNN Algorithm with
Different Cluster Characteristics Compared with
KNN Algorithm
K

Combined

Centroid

Maximum

Minimum

KNN

1
2
3
4
5

79.80
78.23
77.58
77.68
77.58

81.46
79.70
79.43
79.24
78.51

77.31
77.40
76.11
77.03
76.38

77.95
77.58
77.68
77.86
77.49

80.90
80.99
79.89
80.07
79.98

Figure 1: Accuracy of Using Different Cluster Characteristics and KNN Algorithm
Table 3: Accuracy of Using Centroid Characteristics
with Varying Percentage of Data Retained
Centroid
K

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

1
2
3
4
5

76.85
76.01
75.83
76.20
75.37

79.80
77.77
78.32
77.31
76.57

80.07
78.78
78.78
77.95
77.58

80.54
79.80
78.32
78.60
78.04

81.46
79.70
79.43
79.24
78.51

80.81
80.26
79.24
78.14
78.14

80.90
80.63
80.17
79.34
79.34

80.63
81.09
79.70
79.61
79.34

81.00
80.81
78.60
79.61
79.43

Table 4: Accuracy of Using Combined Characteristics with Varying Percentage of Data Retained
Combined
K

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

1
2
3
4
5

73.71
69.74
70.20
70.39
69.46

76.85
72.79
73.80
73.43
72.88

78.32
76.01
75.74
75.55
75.18

79.61
78.14
76.66
76.66
76.38

79.80
78.23
77.58
77.68
77.58

81.18
79.34
78.14
77.58
77.49

80.81
80.07
79.52
79.98
79.06

81.09
81.18
80.26
80.26
79.06

80.35
81.00
79.24
79.89
79.80

5.

CONCLUSION

In this paper we identified the drawback of using KNN
for online activity recognition on mobile phone. The drawback of KNN in terms of keeping all the large amount of
training data available at recognition time is addressed by
proposing a hybrid approach to classification. The algorithm
is based on the concept of clustering and nearest neighbour.
The novel approach employs bisecting k-Means algorithm to
cluster the training instances into k clusters per class. The
number of clusters per class is computed proportionally to
the number of samples in each class to ensure a balance proportionate of the instances in each cluster. The evaluation
of the approach shows that it performed better than basic
KNN on a realistic mobile activity recognition dataset.

6.

FUTURE WORK

The results show that our approach performs better than
KNN. Since we performed the test using hold-out approach
we are able to show the true accuracy of the algorithm on totally unseen data. In the future, we will improve the performance of the algorithm by employing other clustering techniques. In addition, online stream clustering method will
be considered to see the possibility of performing the preprocessing step of data reduction online. In addition, further
investigation into the resource usage of our algorithm on the
mobile phone will be conducted and compare with KNN to
show the benefits of reduced dataset on resource consumption.
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